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Abstract. For partial differential equations (PDEs) that have n ≥ 2 independent variables
and a symmetry algebra of dimension at least n− 1, an explicit algorithmic method is pre-
sented for finding all symmetry-invariant conservation laws that will reduce to first integrals
for the ordinary differential equation (ODE) describing symmetry-invariant solutions of the
PDE. This significantly generalizes the double reduction method known in the literature.
Moreover, the condition of symmetry-invariance of a conservation law is formulated in an
improved way by using multipliers, thereby allowing symmetry-invariant conservation laws
to be obtained directly, without the need to first find conservation laws and then check their
invariance. This cuts down considerably the number and complexity of computational steps
involved in the reduction method. If the space of symmetry-invariant conservation laws has
dimension m ≥ 1, then the method yields m first integrals along with a check of which ones
are non-trivial via their multipliers. Several examples of interesting symmetry reductions
are considered: travelling waves and similarity solutions in 1 + 1 dimensions; line travelling
waves, line similarity solutions, and similarity travelling waves in 2+1 dimensions; rotation-
ally symmetric similarity solutions in n+ 1 dimensions. In addition, examples of nonlinear
PDEs for which the method yields the explicit general solution for symmetry-invariant so-
lutions are shown.
1. Introduction
A powerful application of symmetries is finding group-invariant solutions of nonlinear par-
tial differential equations (PDEs). These solutions satisfy a reduced differential equation
(DE) in fewer variables given by the invariants of the chosen symmetry group. Neverthe-
less, this reduced DE must be solved to obtain the group-invariant solutions in an explicit
form, which requires finding sufficiently many first integrals to reduce its order so that a
quadrature is obtained. If the reduced DE is an ordinary differential equation (ODE), then
a further reduction of order occurs whenever the starting nonlinear PDE has a Lagrangian
formulation in which the symmetry is variational, since Noether’s theorem then provides a
local conservation law which reduces to a first integral. This double reduction for PDEs is
the counterpart of the well known double reduction of variational problems for ODEs [65, 63].
1sanco@brocku.ca, 2marialuz.gandarias@uca.es.
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A more general double-reduction method [1, 2] which applies to non-variational PDEs
has been developed a decade ago. It involves finding a symmetry that leaves invariant the
conserved current in a local conservation law of a given PDE. If the reduction of the PDE
under this symmetry is an ODE, then the corresponding reduction of the conserved current
yields a first integral of the ODE. When the given PDE arises from a Lagrangian, the
resulting first integral is the same as the one obtained by the Lagrangian reduction method.
The double reduction method has a straightforward extension [6] to PDEs in any number
of independent and dependent variables, where the reduced DE is a PDE with one less inde-
pendent variable and the reduction of an invariant conserved current yields a conservation
law of the reduced PDE. There is a further extension of the method to considering conserved
currents that are more generally invariant modulo a trivial current [2]. This corresponds to
requiring that the underlying local conservation law, rather than the current current itself,
is invariant [4, 5].
Many applications of double reduction to physically interesting PDEs have been studied
[1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In all of these applications, the starting
point is a PDE with a known conservation law and a known symmetry group. The method
consists of finding a particular symmetry generator under which the conserved current of the
conservation law either is strictly invariant (sometimes called the “symmetry associated to
the conservation law” [57]) or is invariant modulo a trivial current (properly called symmetry-
invariance of the conservation law [4, 5]). However, unless the given PDE is of second order,
then double reduction does not provide enough first integrals to obtain a quadrature of the
ODE for symmetry-invariant solutions of the PDE.
The purpose of our work is to present a different, improved, more general approach to
symmetry reduction of PDEs with conservation laws.
• First, rather than start from a conservation law and seek symmetries under which it
is invariant, we instead start from a symmetry to be used for reduction of a PDE,
and then find all conservation laws that are invariant under the symmetry; each one
will be inherited by the reduced DE. This extension is particularly useful when a
PDE in two independent variables is being reduced to an ODE, as then a set of first
integrals can be obtained which allows for further reduction of the ODE.
• Second, we consider reduction of a PDE under an algebra of symmetries rather than a
single symmetry. For a sufficiently large symmetry algebra, this generalization allows
for direct reduction of a PDE in three or more independent variables to an ODE plus
a set of first integrals.
• Third, we formulate the condition of symmetry-invariance of a conservation law in
an improved way by using multipliers, which allows symmetry-invariant conserva-
tion laws to be obtained directly and algorithmically, without the need to first find
conservation laws and then check their invariance. This cuts down considerably the
number and complexity of computational steps involved in the reduction method.
We illustrate these new results by looking at a variety of physically interesting examples
of symmetry reduction of a PDE to an ODE plus a set of first integrals. Since each first
integral yields a further reduction of the ODE, we directly obtain a multi-reduction of the
PDE under the symmetry, without having to do successive single reductions.
In section 2, we consider reduction of a compacton equation under translation (travelling
waves), and a damped Boussinesq equation under scaling (similarity solutions). These first
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examples show how reduction of PDEs in 1 + 1 dimensions under a single symmetry can
yield more than one first integral, and how the reduction is carried out in an improved way
via multipliers.
In section 3, we consider reduction of a generalized KP (Kadomtsev-Petviashvili) equation
under two translations (line solitons), an anisotropic thin film equation and a semilinear wave
equation under a translation and a scaling (line similarity and travelling similarity solutions),
in 2 + 1 dimensions. These examples show how reduction works for a solvable algebra of
symmetries, and how the reduction is carried out all at once without having to do successive
single reductions.
In section 4, we consider in n + 1 dimensions the reduction of a porous media equation
under rotations and scaling. This last example shows how reduction is possible under a
non-solvable algebra of symmetries.
A brief outline of the multi-reduction theory needed for the examples is given at the
beginning of each section. The general theory with full details and proofs will be presented
elsewhere [19]. For a general review of symmetries, conservation laws and multipliers, from
the viewpoint used in our work, see Refs. [3, 4, 5, 63, 64]. Related background can be found
in Refs. [60, 59, 61].
Finally, we make a few concluding remarks in section 5.
2. Multi-reduction under a single symmetry
For PDEs in 1+1 dimensions, reduction under a single symmetry yields an ODE. We will
show how to obtain the symmetry-invariant conservation laws of the PDE and their direct
reduction to first integrals of the ODE. This leads to a further reduction of the ODE by the
number of first integrals that are functionally independent.
We will explain the method first for a translation symmetry by considering reduction to a
travelling wave ODE, since this is perhaps one of the most common applications of symmetry
reduction. It is well known that all other infinitesimal point symmetries can be expressed in
a canonical form as a translation symmetry, after a point transformation on the independent
and dependent variables. Nevertheless, since another very common application of symmetry
reduction involves similarity ODEs obtained by scaling reduction, we will explain our method
separately for this case too, without having to make a point transformation to a translation
symmetry. This will also provide a guide as to how our method works in general for other
point symmetries.
To begin, we review some essential general aspects of conservation laws, multipliers, and
symmetries in 1 + 1 dimensions.
Consider a scalar PDE G(t, x, u, ut, ux, . . .) = 0 for u(t, x). A local conservation law is
a continuity equation DtT + DxΦ = 0 holding on the space, E , of solutions of the PDE,
where T is the conserved density and Φ is the spatial flux, which are functions of t, x, u, and
derivatives of u. Here Dt, Dx are total derivatives, and (T,Φ) is the conserved current.
A conserved current is trivial if, on the solution space E , it has the form T |E = DxΘ and
Φ|E = −DtΘ, with Θ being a function of t, x, u, and derivatives of u. Trivial conservation
laws contain no useful information about the PDE or its solutions, and hence only non-trivial
conservation laws are of interest.
Every non-trivial conservation law, up to addition of a trivial conservation law, arises from
a multiplier Q which is a function of t, x, u, and derivatives of u such that Q|E is non-singular
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and QG = DtT +DxΦ holds as an identity. Under a mild regularity condition [63, 3] on the
form of the PDE G = 0, there is a one-to-one correspondence between non-zero multipliers
Q|E and non-trivial conserved currents (T,Φ)|E modulo trivial ones.
All multipliers are given by the solutions of the determining equation
0 = Eu(QG) = Q
′∗(G) +G′∗(Q) (1)
where Eu is the Euler-Lagrange operator (variational derivative), and where a prime denotes
the Frechet derivative (linearization operator) and a star denotes its adjoint. For each
solution Q, a conserved current (T,Φ)|E can be obtained by several explicit methods [3].
Typically, the conservation laws having major physical interest, such as mass, momentum,
energy, arise from multipliers of low order in derivatives of u [5, 3].
Now consider a PDE G = 0 admitting a point symmetry X = τ(t, x, u)∂t + ξ(t, x, u)∂x +
η(t, x, u)∂u. Any point symmetry yields a mapping (t, x, u) → (t˜, x˜, u˜) under which the
space of conservation laws is mapped into itself, preserving non-triviality. In explicit form,
the mapping DtT +DxΦ = 0→ Dt˜T˜ +Dx˜Φ˜ = 0 is given by [5]
T˜ |E = prX(T ) + (Dxξ +Dtτ)T − (TDtτ + ΦDxτ)
Φ˜|E = prX(Φ) + (Dxξ +Dtτ)Φ− (TDtξ + ΦDxξ)
(2)
modulo a trivial current. Under this mapping, the multiplier Q→ Q˜ is given by [4, 5]
Q˜ = prX(Q) + (RX +Dxξ +Dtτ)Q (3)
where RX is the function defined by prX(G) = RXG.
A conserved current is symmetry-invariant if (T˜ , Φ˜)|E vanishes. More generally, a conser-
vation law is symmetry-invariant if (T˜ , Φ˜)|E is a trivial current. Symmetry-invariance of a
conservation law is equivalent to the multiplier condition [4, 5]
Q˜|E = 0. (4)
All conservation laws that are invariant under a given point symmetry X arise from mul-
tipliers that satisfy the determining equation (1) and the invariance condition (4). These
equations constitute a linear overdetermined system whose solutions can be obtained by the
same algorithm used to solve the well-known determining system for symmetries [63, 64]
prX(G)|E = 0. (5)
The set of all symmetry-invariant conservation laws under X is a subspace in the space of
all conservation laws admitted by a PDE G = 0. If this invariant subspace has dimension
m ≥ 1, then our reduction method will yield a set of m first integrals (some of which could
be functionally dependent or trivially constant) for the ODE given by symmetry-reduction
of G = 0.
2.1. Travelling wave reduction. A travelling wave solution of a PDE G(t, x, u, ut, ux, . . .)
= 0 is of the form
u(t, x) = U(x− ct) (6)
where c = const. is the wave speed. These solutions arise from invariance under the trans-
lation symmetry
X = ∂t + c∂x (7)
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with x− ct = ζ and u = U being the invariants of this symmetry. In a typical application,
travelling wave solutions are sought for arbitrary c 6= 0.
Symmetry-invariance of the PDE is the condition that prX(G)|E = (Gt + cGx)|E = 0.
When the PDE is in a solved form for a leading derivative, then the condition of symmetry-
invariance can be usefully expressed in a simple way off of the solution space E of the PDE:
prX(G) = Gt + cGx = 0. (8)
Invariant solutions u = U(ζ) correspond to the reduction u(t, x)→ U(ζ). These solutions
satisfy the ODE obtained from reducing the PDE
G
∣∣
ut+cux=0
= G¯(ζ, dU
dζ
, . . .) = 0 (9)
which follows from symmetry-invariance (8). Here ut + cux = 0 is the invariant surface
condition, stating that the action of X on the function u(t, x) vanishes.
First integrals of the travelling wave ODE (9) can be found by symmetry reduction of
all conservation laws that are invariant under the travelling-wave symmetry X of the PDE.
The reduction can be understood through considering the action of X on a conservation law
expressed in terms of the canonical variables (ζ, ρ, U) for which X = ∂ρ, where ζ = x−ct, U =
u are the invariants and ρ = x is a canonical coordinate. In these variables, the form of a
conservation law DtT +DxΦ = 0 is Dζ T¯ +DρΦ¯ = 0, with
T¯ = T − 1
c
Φ, Φ¯ = 1
c
Φ (10)
which are, in general, functions of ρ, ζ, U and derivatives of U . Under the action of X = ∂ρ,
the mapping of the conserved current (T¯ , Φ¯) consists of ˜¯T = prX(T¯ ) = ∂ρT¯ and ˜¯Φ =
prX(Φ¯) = ∂ρΦ¯, which is shown by the form of the general mapping (2) with (t, x, u) replaced
by the canonical variables (ζ, ρ, U) of X, and with (T,Φ) replaced by the conserved current
(T¯ , Φ¯) in canonical form. (In particular, note X = τ¯∂ζ + ξ¯∂ρ + η¯∂U , with τ¯ = Xζ = 0,
ξ¯ = Xρ = 1, η¯ = Xv = 0). A conservation law is invariant under the travelling wave
symmetry iff (T¯ , Φ¯) is mapped into a trivial conserved current:
˜¯T = prX(T¯ ) = ∂ρT¯ = DρΘ¯, ˜¯Φ = prX(Φ¯) = ∂ρΦ¯ = −DζΘ¯. (11)
An equivalent and more useful formulation of this invariance condition (11), as given by
equations (3) and (4), is that
prX(Q) = Qt + cQx = 0 (12)
holds for the multiplier Q of the conserved current (T,Φ).
For a symmetry-invariant conservation law, under symmetry reduction, its conserved cur-
rent in canonical form (10) will have T¯ and Φ¯ given by functions of at most ρ, ζ, U and
ζ-derivatives of U . Symmetry-invariance (11) then implies that T¯ = Θ¯ + Ψ, as obtained by
integration with respect to ρ, where Ψ is a function only of the invariants ζ, U and differential
invariants dU
dζ
, dU
dζ2
, . . .. Hence Dζ T¯ = DζΘ¯ +DζΨ and DρΦ¯ = −DζΘ¯, and consequently
Dζ T¯ +DρΦ¯ = DζΨ = 0. (13)
The reduced conservation law (13) is a first integral Ψ = const. of the travelling wave
ODE (9). Its explicit form is given by the formula
Ψ(ζ, U, dU
dζ
, . . .) = T¯ + ∫ ∂ρΦ¯ dζ (14)
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which involves only the current
(T¯ , Φ¯) = (T − 1
c
Φ, 1
c
Φ)
∣∣
u(t,x)=U(ζ),t= 1
c
(ρ−ζ),x=ρ
. (15)
(The constant of integration with respect to ζ is fixed by requiring that ρ does not appear
in the righthand side of this formula (14), namely ∂ρ(T¯ + ∫ ∂ρΦ¯ dζ) = 0.)
An equivalent formula for the first integral consists of
Ψ(ζ, U, dU
dζ
, . . .) = ∫ Q¯G¯ dζ (16)
in terms of a multiplier
Q¯ = |J |Q∣∣
u(t,x)=U(ζ),t= 1
c
(ρ−ζ),x=ρ
(17)
where Q is the multiplier of the symmetry-invariant conservation law, and where |J | =∣∣∂(ζ,ρ)
∂(t,x)
∣∣ = 1
c
is a Jacobian factor arising from the point transformation (t, x, u) → (ζ, ρ, U).
In particular, this formula (16) comes from the relation G¯Q¯ = dΨ
dζ
which can be derived from
combining the reduction relations (13) and (9).
In summary, each symmetry-invariant conservation law of a PDE G = 0 reduces to a first
integral of the travelling wave ODE G¯ = 0, and all of these conservation laws can be found by
solving the multiplier determining equations (1) and (12) for Q. The resulting first integrals
are then obtained either from formula (14) in terms of the conserved currents (T,Φ) arising
from Q, or from the formula (16) directly in terms of the reduced multipliers (17).
Example 1. Compacton equation
This example will show how our method is able to yield a quadruple reduction from a
single symmetry. It will also show how conservation laws containing t and x explicitly may
nevertheless reduce under translations to first integrals.
Compactons are solitary travelling waves that have compact spatial support and exhibit
robustness of their shape and speed in interactions [30]. They were discovered [28] for the
K(p, q) family of PDEs
ut + a(u
p)x + b(u
q)xxx = 0, p, q > 0 (18)
known as the compacton equation, which was first motivated by the study of pattern forma-
tion in modelling liquid drops [31]. Various aspects of this class of equations have continued
to attract interest [32, 33, 34], and its conservation laws are well known [30].
Under the travelling wave symmetry (7), the compacton equation (18) reduces to a third-
order nonlinear ODE
bqU q−1U ′′′ + 3bq(q − 1)U q−2U ′U ′′ + bq(q − 1)(q − 2)U q−3U ′3 + (apUp−1 − c)U ′ = 0 (19)
for travelling wave solutions u = U(ζ), ζ = x − ct. We will apply our reduction method to
obtain two functionally-independent first integrals which reduce this ODE to first order. In
a special case of the compacton equation, our reduction yields an additional first integral,
giving the explicit general solution of the ODE.
Invariant conservation laws are determined by multipliers Q satisfying
prX(Q) = Qt + cQx = 0, Eu((ut + a(u
p)x + b(u
q)xxx)Q) = 0, (20)
as shown by equations (1) and (12). Here we have used the fact that RX = 0 for translation
symmetries, since the PDE (18) is in a solved form for ut which is a leading derivative.
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We will consider low-order multipliers: Q(t, x, u, ux, uxx). The determining equations (20)
split into an overdetermined linear system which is straightforward to solve forQ and p, q, a, b,
with p, q > 0 and a, b 6= 0. We obtain
Q1 = 1, Q2 = u
q, (21)
holding for arbitrary p, q, a, b;
Q3 = x− ct, Q4 = (x− ct)2, (22)
holding only when p = 1, a = c.
The resulting translation-invariant conservation laws are given by
T1 = u,
Φ1 = au
p + bq(q − 1)uq−2u2x + bquq−1uxx;
(23)
T2 =
1
q+1
uq+1,
Φ2 =
ap
q+p
up+q + 1
2
b(q − 2)qu2q−2u2x + bqu2q−1uxx;
(24)
and, for the case p = 1 and a = c,
T3 = (x− ct)u,
Φ3 = c(x− ct)u− bquq−1ux + bq(q − 1)(x− ct)uq−2u2x + bq(x− ct)uq−1uxx;
(25)
T4 = (x− ct)2u,
Φ4 = c(x− ct)2u+ 2buq − 2bq(x− ct)uq−1ux + bq(q − 1)(x− ct)2uq−2u2x + b(x− ct)2uq−1uxx.
(26)
From equation (14), using the first two conservation laws (23) and (24), we get two first
integrals (which have been scaled by a constant factor for convenience)
Ψ1 = −cU + aUp + bq(q − 1)U q−2U ′2 + bqU q−1U ′′ = C1, (27)
Ψ2 = (− cq+1U + apq+pUp)U q + 12b(q − 2)U2q−2U ′
2
+ bqU2q−1U ′′ = C2. (28)
These first integrals are functionally independent. Hence, when they are combined, this
yields a reduced first-order ODE
U ′
2
= 2
bq
(
c
(q+1)
U3−q − a
q+p
U2+p−q + 1
q
U2−2q(C2 − C1U q)
)
(29)
which turns out to be separable. Hence, we have obtained a triple reduction of the PDE
(18) under a single symmetry, leaving just a final quadrature to obtain the general travelling
wave solution for arbitrary p, q, a, b. This solution contains the compacton as a special case.
Furthermore, the remaining two conservation laws (25) and (26) which contain t and x
explicitly in the combination ζ = x − ct also reduce to two first integrals through equation
(14). This yields
Ψ3 =bqU
q−1U ′ − bq(q − 1)ζU q−2U ′2 − bqζU q−1U ′′ = C3, (30)
Ψ4 =2bU
q − 2bqzU q−1U ′ + bq(q − 1)ζ2U q−2U ′2 + bqζ2U q−1U ′′ = C4 (31)
(which also have been scaled by a constant factor). Since we can specialize the previous
first integrals (27) and (28) to this case p = 1, a = c, we have altogether four first integrals.
They satisfy the relation 2bΨ2 −Ψ1Ψ4 −Ψ23 = 0, and so any three of them are functionally
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independent. Combining Ψ1,Ψ3,Ψ4, which are the three that have the simplest expressions,
we obtain
U(ζ) = b−
1
q (1
2
C1ζ
2 − C3ζ + 12C4)
1
q = (C˜1(ζ + C˜2)
2 + C˜3)
1
q (32)
where C˜i (i = 1, 2, 3) are arbitrary constants. Thus, with a single symmetry, we have reduced
the PDE (18) all the way to explicit quadrature and obtained the general travelling wave
solution (32) when p = 1, a = c. The PDE (18) in this case has the form ut+cux+b(u
q)xxx =
0, which does not possess compacton solutions.
2.2. Similarity (scaling) reduction. A similarity solution of a PDE G(t, x, u, ut, ux, . . .)
= 0 is of the form
u(t, x) = tαU(x/tβ) or u(t, x) = xαU(t/xβ) (33)
where α, β = const. are scaling weights. These solutions arise from invariance under a scaling
symmetry
X = t∂t + βx∂x + αu∂u or X = αt∂t + x∂x + βu∂u (34)
with x/tβ = ζ and u/tα = U , or t/xβ = ζ and u/xα = U , being the invariants of the
symmetry. The two different forms are equivalent iff m,n 6= 0. For simplicity, only the first
form will be considered hereafter.
Scaling-invariance of the PDE is the condition that prX(G)|E = (tGt + βxGx + αuGu +
(α− 1)utGut + (α− β)uxGux + · · · )|E = 0. When the PDE is in a solved form for a leading
derivative, then this symmetry invariance can be usefully expressed in a simple way off of
the solution space E of the PDE:
prX(G) = tGt + βxGx + αuGu + (α− 1)utGut + (α− β)uxGux + · · · = ΩG (35)
where Ω = const. is the scaling weight of the PDE.
Invariant solutions u = tαU(ζ), ζ = x/tβ, correspond to the reduction u(t, x) → tαU(ζ).
These solutions satisfy the ODE obtained from reducing the PDE
t−ΩG
∣∣
tut+βxux−αu=0
= G¯(ζ, dU
dζ
, . . .) = 0 (36)
which follows from symmetry-invariance (35). Here tut + βxux − αu = 0 is the invariant
surface condition, stating that the action of X on the function u(t, x) vanishes.
First integrals of the similarity ODE (36) are inherited from symmetry reduction of all
conservation laws that are invariant under the scaling X of the PDE. Just like in the case
of translation symmetries, the reduction can be understood through first introducing the
canonical variables (ζ, ρ, U) for which X = ∂ρ, where ζ = x/t
β , U = u/tα are the invariants
and ρ = ln(t) is a canonical coordinate. In these variables, a conservation law DtT+DxΦ = 0
takes the form Dζ T¯ +DρΦ¯ = 0 given by
T¯ = βxT − tΦ, Φ¯ = tβΦ (37)
which are, in general, functions of ρ, ζ, U and derivatives of U . The condition of symmetry-
invariance of the transformed conservation law is given by the same formula (11) as in the
translation case.
The equivalent condition for symmetry-invariance expressed in terms of the multiplier Q
of the conserved current (T,Φ) consists of
prX(Q) = tQt+ βxQx+αuQu+ (α− 1)utQut + (α− β)uxQux + · · · = −(Ω+β +1)Q. (38)
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Symmetry reduction of a scaling-invariant conservation law yields a first integral Ψ =
const. of the similarity ODE, in the same way (13) as for the case of translations. The
explicit formula for the first integral is given by equation (14) in terms of the current
(T¯ , Φ¯) = (βxT − tΦ, tβΦ)∣∣
u(t,x)=tαU(ζ),t=eρ,x=eβρ
. (39)
An equivalent multiplier formula for the first integral comes from combining the reduction
relations (13) and (9). This yields equation (16) in terms of the multiplier
Q¯ = |J |eΩρQ∣∣
u(t,x)=tαU(ζ),t=eρ,x=eβρ
(40)
where Q is the multiplier of the scaling-invariant conservation law, and where |J | = ∣∣∂(ζ,ρ)
∂(t,x)
∣∣ =
e(β+1)ρ is a Jacobian factor arising from the point transformation (t, x, u)→ (ζ, ρ, U).
In summary, each scaling-invariant conservation law of a PDE G = 0 reduces to a first
integral of the similarity ODE G¯ = 0, and all of these conservation laws can be found by
solving the multiplier determining equations (1) and (38) for Q. The resulting first integrals
are then obtained either from formula (14) in terms of the conserved currents (39) arising
from Q, or from the formula (16) directly in terms of the reduced multipliers (40).
Example 2. Damped Boussinesq-type equation
This example will show how our method is able to yield a double reduction directly from
a PDE, without the necessity of any conservation laws being known a priori.
The Boussinesq equation is well-known to arise from the shallow water wave equations in
a certain asymptotic regime. When the effect of viscosity is considered, which is relevant for
modelling realistic wave motion, a damped Boussinesq equation is obtained [20]. The study
of the damped equation has attracted a lot of attention (see, e.g. [21, 22, 23, 24]), including
double reduction under translations [27]. There is particular interest in similarity solutions
[25], because in general they are connected to integrability features and blow-up solutions of
nonlinear PDEs [26, 62].
Here we look at the damped Boussinesq equation with a p-power nonlinearity [24]
utt − autxx + buxxxx = k(up)xx, p 6= 0, 1 a, b, k = positive const.. (41)
This equation possesses the scaling symmetry
X = 2t∂t + x∂x − qu∂u, q = 2p−1 (42)
which gives rise to similarity solutions
u(t, x) = t−
q
2U(ζ), ζ = x/
√
t (43)
where ζ and U are the scaling invariants. The similarity ODE for these solutions is a fourth-
order nonlinear ODE
0 = 4bU ′′′′ + 2aζU ′′′ + (ζ2 + 4pa
p−1
− 4kpUp−1)U ′′
−4kp(p− 1)Up−2U ′2 + 3p+1
p−1
ζU ′ + 4p
(p−1)2
U.
(44)
We will apply our reduction method to obtain a first integral which reduces this ODE to
third order. Unlike standard double reduction, we do not need to know a scaling-invariant
conservation law a priori, and instead all such conservation laws will be derived as a by-
product of our method.
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Scaling-invariant conservation laws are determined by multipliers Q satisfying
prX(Q) + (q − 1)Q = 0, Eu((utt − autxx + buxxxx − k(up)xx)Q) = 0, (45)
as shown by equations (1) and (4). Here we have used
Ω = q − 4 (46)
which is the scaling weight of the PDE (41).
We will consider multipliers of low order: Q(t, x, u, ut, ux, uxx, utx, uxxx). The determining
equations (45) split into an overdetermined linear system which is straightforward to solve
for Q and p, with p 6= 0, 1. This yields
Q1 = 1, p = −1; (47)
Q2 = tx, p = 2; (48)
Q3 = t, p = 3. (49)
The resulting scaling-invariant conservation laws are given by:
T1 = ut,
Φ1 = kbux/u
2 − autx + buxxx; (50)
T2 = −xu + txut,
Φ2 = ktu
2 + atut − 2ktxuux − atxutx − btuxx + btxuxxx; (51)
T3 = −u+ tut,
Φ3 = −3ktu2ux − atutx + btuxxx. (52)
From equations (14) and (39), or alternatively from equation (40), we then get the first
integrals (which have been scaled by a constant factor for convenience)
Ψ1 =2bU
′′′ + aζU ′′ + (1
2
ζ2 + 2k/U2))U ′ − 1
2
ζU = C1, p = −1; (53)
Ψ2 =2bζU
′′′ + (aζ2 − 2b)U ′′ + (−4kζU + 1
2
ζ(ζ2 + 4a))U ′ + 2(ζ2 − a)U + 2kU2 = C2, p = 2;
(54)
Ψ3 =2bU
′′′ + aζU ′′ + (12ζ
2 + 2a− 6kU2)U ′ + 32ζU = C3, p = 3. (55)
Thus, without having to know a conservation law a priori, we have obtained a direct double
reduction of damped Boussinesq equation (41) for similarity solutions with p = −1, 2, 3.
3. Multi-reduction in 2 + 1 dimensions under a solvable symmetry algebra
The multi-reduction method described in the previous section has a straightforward ex-
tension to reduction under a single symmetry of PDEs in more independent variables. More
importantly, it can be further generalized to reduction under solvable symmetry algebras.
This goes beyond the scope of the standard double reduction method which is limited to
single symmetries. The most interesting situation is when the dimension of the symmetry
algebra being used for reduction is one less than the number of independent variables in the
PDE, whereby the PDE will reduce to an ODE. Each conservation law of the PDE that is
invariant under the symmetry algebra will reduce to a first integral of this ODE. This leads
to a reduction of the ODE by the number of first integrals that are functionally independent.
To illustrate this generalization, we will explain how it works for two typical types of
reductions for PDEs with a two-dimensional symmetry algebra in 2 + 1 dimensions. The
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first type of reduction will describe line travelling waves, such as line solitons and eikonal
waves, given by invariance under two commuting translations; the second type will describe
line similarity solutions and similarity travelling waves, given by invariance under a scaling
and a translation which are not commuting but comprise a solvable algebra. These types of
reductions are very common in applications, and they will indicate how our method works for
other abelian or solvable symmetry algebras by going to suitably defined canonical variables.
We begin by briefly discussing conservation laws, multipliers, and symmetries in 2 + 1
dimensions.
A local conservation law of a scalar PDE G(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy, . . .) = 0 for u(t, x, y) is a
continuity equation DtT + DxΦ
x + DyΦ
y = 0 holding on the space, E , of solutions of the
PDE, where T is the conserved density and Φ = (Φx,Φy) is the spatial flux vector, which
are functions of t, x, y, u, and derivatives of u. The conserved current is (T,Φ).
A conserved current is trivial if it has the form T |E = DxΘx+DyΘy and Φ|E = (−DtΘx+
DyΓ,−DtΘy −DxΓ), with Γ and Θ = (Θx,Θy) being functions of t, x, y, u, and derivatives
of u.
Just like in 1 + 1 dimensions, every non-trivial conservation law of the PDE G = 0 arises
from a multiplier, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between non-trivial conserved
currents (T,Φ)|E modulo trivial ones and non-zero multipliers Q|E , with QG = DtT+DxΦx+
DyΦ
y holding as an identity. Here Q is a function of t, x, y, u, and derivatives of u, such that
Q|E is non-singular. All multipliers are given by the solutions of the determining equation
(1). For each solution Q, a conserved current (T,Φ)|E can be obtained by several explicit
methods [3].
When the PDE G = 0 admits a point symmetry X = τ(t, x, y, u)∂t + ξ
x(t, x, y, u)∂x +
ξy(t, x, y, u)∂y+η(t, x, y, u)∂u, the space of conservation laws is mapped into itself, preserving
non-triviality. The corresponding mapping on multipliers Q→ Q˜ is given by [4, 5]
Q˜ = prX(Q) + (RX +Dxξ
x +Dyξ
y +Dtτ)Q (56)
where RX is the function defined by prX(G) = RXG. A conservation law is symmetry-
invariant if the conserved current is mapped into a trivial current: (T,Φ)|E → (T˜ , Φ˜)|E =
(Dx˜Θ˜
x˜ +Dy˜Θ˜
y˜,−Dt˜Θ˜x˜ +Dy˜Γ˜,−Dt˜Θ˜y˜ −Dx˜Γ˜). Symmetry-invariance of a conservation law
is equivalent to the multiplier condition (4). We remark that previous work on double
reduction in multi-dimensions [6] considered only strict invariance of conserved currents
such that Θ˜|E = 0, entailing an unnecessary loss of generality.
The set of all symmetry-invariant conservation laws under {X1,X2} is a subspace in the
space of all conservation laws admitted by a PDE G = 0. If this invariant subspace has
dimension m ≥ 1, then our reduction method will yield a set of m first integrals (some of
which could be functionally dependent or trivially constant) for the ODE given by symmetry-
reduction of G = 0.
3.1. Reduction by two translations: line travelling waves. A line travelling wave is
the 2-dimensional analog of a plane wave, where the wave fronts along which the wave has a
constant amplitude are lines orthogonal to the wave’s direction of propagation. These waves
have form
u(t, x, y) = U(µx+ νy − t) (57)
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where µ = const. and ν = const. determine the speed c = 1/
√
µ2 + ν2 of the wave and its
direction θ = arctan(ν/µ) in the (x, y)-plane. The wave fronts are the lines µx + νy = σ =
const., with −∞ < σ <∞.
Invariance of a PDE G(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy, . . .) = 0 under the pair of commuting translation
symmetries
X1 = (µ
2 + ν2)∂t + µ∂x + ν∂y, X2 = ν∂x − µ∂y (58)
gives rise to line travelling wave solutions, with ζ = µx+ νy − t and u = U being the joint
invariants. In particular, invariance with respect to the spatial translation X2 imposes the
line form of the travelling wave. Sometimes line travelling waves are simply called travelling
waves, but in general, travelling waves in dimensions higher than 1 can depend on coordinates
transverse to the direction of propagation of the wave. An example is the similarity travelling
waves considered in the next subsection.
The condition of symmetry-invariance of the PDE can be formulated as
prX1(G) = (µ
2 + ν2)Gt + µGx + νGy = 0, prX2(G) = νGx − µGy = 0, (59)
holding off of the solution space whenever the PDE is in a solved form for a leading derivative.
Line travelling wave solutions u = U(ζ) correspond to the reduction u(t, x, y)→ U(ζ) and
satisfy the ODE obtained from reducing the PDE
G
∣∣
νux−µuy=0, (µ2+ν2)ut+µux+νuy=0
= G¯(ζ, dU
dζ
, . . .) = 0. (60)
This is a consequence of conditions (59), where νux−µuy = 0 and (µ2+ν2)ut+µux+νuy = 0
are the invariant surface conditions stating that the action of X2 and X1 on the function
u(t, x, y) vanishes.
First integrals of the line travelling wave ODE (60) are inherited by symmetry reduction of
all conservation laws that are invariant under both symmetries X1 and X2 of the PDE. Just
like the case of reduction under a travelling wave symmetry in 1 + 1 dimensions, here the
condition of symmetry invariance of a conservation law can be expressed straightforwardly
by going to canonical variables
(t, x, y, u)→ (ζ, ρ, χ, v) (61)
given by ρ = c2t and χ = c2(νx− µy) for which the pair of symmetries jointly take the form
X1 = ∂ρ, X2 = ∂χ, (62)
with these variables satisfying X1ρ = 1, X2χ = 1, along with X1χ = 0, X2ρ = 0. This
transformation (61) sends a conservation law DtT + DxΦ
x + DyΦ
y = 0 to an equivalent
canonical form Dζ T¯ +DρΦ¯
ρ +DχΦ¯
χ = 0, with
T¯ = 1
c2
(µΦx + νΦy − T ), Φ¯ρ = T, Φ¯χ = νΦx − µΦy (63)
which are, in general, functions of ρ, χ, ζ, U and derivatives of U . Then the condition for a
conservation law to be invariant under the symmetries (62) is given by
prX1(T¯ ) = ∂ρT¯ = DχΘ¯
χ
1 +DρΘ¯
ρ
1, (64a)
prX1(Φ¯) = (∂ρΦ¯
ρ, ∂ρΦ¯
χ) = (−DζΘ¯ρ1 +DχΓˆ1,−DζΘ¯χ2 −DρΓˆ1), (64b)
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and
prX2(T¯ ) = ∂χT¯ = DχΘ¯
χ
2 +DρΘ¯
ρ
2, (65a)
prX2(Φ¯) = (∂χΦ¯
ρ, ∂χΦ¯
χ) = (−DζΘ¯ρ2 +DχΓˆ2,−DζΘ¯χ2 −DρΓˆ1). (65b)
This invariance condition (64)–(65) can be expressed a more useful form in terms of the
conservation law multiplier Q:
prX1(Q) = (µ
2 + ν2)Qt + µQx + νQy = 0, prX2(Q) = νQx − µQy = 0, (66)
which follows from equation (4) applied to both symmetries X = X1,X2.
Hence, all conservation laws that are invariant under the two symmetries can be directly
obtained from multipliers Q that satisfy and the invariance conditions (66) and the de-
termining equation (1). These three equations constitute a linear overdetermined system,
which can be solved by computer algebra analogously to the linear overdetermined system
for symmetries.
In the same way as for reduction of conservation laws in 1+1 dimensions under a travelling
wave symmetry, every invariant conservation law Dζ T¯ + DρΦ¯
ρ + DχΦ¯
χ = 0 reduces to
DζΨ = 0 which is a first integral Ψ = const. of the line travelling wave ODE (60). The
explicit formula for the first integral is given by
Ψ(ζ, U, dU
dζ
, . . .) = T¯ + ∫ (∂ρΦ¯ρ + ∂χΦ¯χ) dζ (67)
in terms of the conserved current
(T¯ , Φ¯ρ, Φ¯χ) = ( 1
c2
(µΦx + νΦy − T ), T, νΦx − µΦy)
∣∣∣u(t,x,y)=U(ζ)
t= 1
c2
ρ,x=c2µζ+µρ+νχ,y=c2νζ−νρ+µχ
. (68)
(The constant of integration with respect to ζ is fixed by requiring that both ρ and χ do
not appear in the righthand side of this formula (67).) Similarly to the situation in 1 + 1
dimensions, there is an equivalent multiplier formula for the first integral, which is given by
Ψ(ζ, U, dU
dζ
, . . .) = ∫ Q¯G¯ dζ, (69)
using a reduced multiplier which is given by
Q¯ = (|J |Q)
∣∣∣u(t,x,y)=U(ζ)
t= 1
c2
ρ,x=c2µζ+µρ+νχ,y=c2νζ−νρ+µχ
(70)
in terms of the multiplier Q of the symmetry-invariant conservation law and a Jacobian
J = ∂(ζ,ρ,χ)
∂(t,x,y)
arising from the point transformation (61).
Example 3. Generalized KP equation
This example illustrates our reduction method for two commuting symmetries and shows
how it can lead to a triple reduction.
The KP equation [35] is an integral generalization of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation
in 2 + 1 dimensions, which arises in many important physical applications such as shallow
water waves [35, 36], matter-wave pulses in Bose-Einstein condensates [37], ion-acoustic
waves in plasmas [38], and ferromagnets [39].
There has been recent interest in studying the KP equation with a p-power nonlinearity
(ut + u
pux + uxxx)x + σ
2uyy = 0, σ
2 = ±1, p > 1. (71)
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This gKP equation arises in modelling dispersive higher-order nonlinear wave phenomena
with small transverse modulations [40, 41, 38]. It possesses line solitons which are 2-
dimensional counterparts of the familiar solitons of the KdV equation. Analysis of their
kinematical features, stability, and other critical behaviour has attracted considerable atten-
tion [42, 43, 44, 45].
A line soliton is a solitary travelling wave of the line form (57), with the wave amplitude
U(ζ) satisfying asymptotic decay conditions U, U ′, U ′′, U ′′′ → 0 as |ζ | → ∞. Since it turns
out that the line solitons of the gKP equation can never propagate purely in the y direction,
it will be useful to take ζ = x + µy − νt, where the speed and direction of the soliton are
given by c = ν/
√
µ2 + 1 and θ = arctan(µ), respectively.
These solutions arise from invariance under the pair of translation symmetries
X1 = ∂t + ν∂x, X2 = µ∂x − ∂y, (72)
whose joint invariants are ζ, U . The line soliton ODE is given by
U ′′′′ + (σ2µ2 − ν)U ′′ + (UpU ′)′ = 0. (73)
Here, by working with the gKP equation in potential form
vtx + (vx)
pvxx + vxxxx + σ
2vyy = 0, u = vx, (74)
we will apply our reduction method supplemented by the shift symmetry
X3 = ∂v (75)
which leaves invariant the relation between u and the potential v, and which commutes
with the two translation symmetries (72). This leads to two functionally independent first
integrals of the fourth-order ODE (73), where the first integrals are functions only of V ′ =
U, V ′′ = U ′, V ′′′ = U ′′. Hence, when the first integrals are combined, we obtain a reduction
of the ODE to a quadrature for U(ζ).
Conservation laws that are invariant under the symmetries (72) and (75) of the PDE (74)
are determined by multipliers Q satisfying
prX1(Q) = Qt + νQx = 0, prX2(Q) = µQx −Qy = 0, prX3(Q) = Qv = 0,
Ev((vtx + (vx)
pvxx + vxxxx + σ
2vyy)Q) = 0.
(76)
We will consider low-order multipliers: Q(t, x, v, vt, vx, vy, vxx, vxxx). The determining
equations (76) split into an overdetermined linear system which is straightforward to solve
for Q and p, with p > 0 and σ2 = ±1. We obtain four multipliers
Q1 = 1, Q2 = vt, Q3 = vx, Q4 = vy, (77)
holding for arbitrary p. The resulting symmetry-invariant conservation laws are given by
T1 = vx, Φ
x
1 = vxxx +
1
1+p
v1+px , Φ
y
1 = vy; (78)
T2 =
1
2
v2xx − 12σ2v2y − 1(p+1)(p+2)vp+2x ,
Φx2 = vtvxxx − vtxvxx + 1p+1vp+1x vt + 12v2t , Φy2 = σ2vtvy;
(79)
T3 =
1
2
v2x, Φ
x
3 = vxvxxx − 12v2xx + 1p+2vp+2x − 12σ2v2y , Φy3 = σ2vxvy; (80)
T4 =
1
2
vxvy, Φ
x
4 = vyvxxx − vxxvxy + 1p+1vyvp+1x + 12vtvy,
Φy4 =
1
2
v2xx +
1
2
σ2v2y − 1(p+1)(p+2)vp+2x − 12vtvx.
(81)
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Note that the three conservation laws (79)–(81) are nonlocal in terms of u but do not contain
v explicitly (namely, just vt, vy, vx = u and their derivatives appear).
From equation (67), we obtain four first integrals in terms of V ′ = U, V ′′ = U ′, V ′′′ = U ′′.
However, only two of them are functionally independent, because Ψ3 = µΨ2, Ψ1 = −νΨ2,
where
Ψ2 = UU
′′ − 1
2
U ′2 + 1
2
(σ2µ2 − ν)U2 + 1
p+2
Up+2 = C2, (82)
Ψ4 = U
′′ + (σ2µ2 − ν)U + 1
p+1
Up+1 = C4. (83)
By combining these first integrals, and using the asymptotic decay conditions to find C2 =
C4 = 0, we get a reduced first-order ODE
U ′
2
+ (σ2µ2 − ν)U2 + 2
(p+1)(p+2)
Up+2 = 0 (84)
which is separable. Thus, this yields a straightforward quadrature giving the general solution
of the line soliton ODE (73). See Ref. [45] for more details.
3.2. Reductions by a scaling and a translation: line similarity solutions and trav-
elling similarity solutions. A line similarity solution is a 2-dimensional version of a sim-
ilarity solution (33) in which
u(t, x, y) = tαU((µx+ νy)/tβ) (85)
has a constant amplitude along the spatial lines αx+ βy = σ = const., with −∞ < σ <∞.
Here α, β = const. are scaling weights, while µ, ν = const. determine the direction of the
lines. This type of solution arises when a PDE G(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy, . . .) = 0 is invariant
under a pair of symmetries consisting of a spatial translation and a scaling
X1 = ν∂x − µ∂y, X2 = t∂t + βx∂x + βy∂y + αu∂u, (86)
whose joint invariants are (µx+ νy)/tβ = ζ and u/tα = U .
A travelling similarity solution, in contrast, is of the form
u(t, x, y) = (νx− µy)αU((µx+ νy − t)/(νx− µy)β) (87)
which is a travelling wave with speed c = 1/
√
µ2 + ν2 and direction θ = arctan(ν/µ) de-
termined by µ, ν = const., while α, β = const. are scaling weights. This type of travelling
wave differs from a line travelling wave (57) by having a non-constant amplitude along the
lines µx + νy = σ = const., −∞ < σ < ∞, which are orthogonal to the wave’s direc-
tion of propagation. In particular, this amplitude has a similarity form in terms of νx− µy
which represents a coordinate on the lines. A PDE G(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy, . . .) = 0 will possess
travelling similarity solutions when it is invariant under the pair of symmetries
X1 =(µ
2 + ν2)∂t + µ∂x + ν∂y,
X2 =βt∂t + ((βµ
2 + ν2)x+ (β − 1)µνy)∂x + ((µ2 + βν2)y + (β − 1)µνx)∂y + αu∂u,
(88)
representing a travelling-wave translation and a rotated scaling, whose joint invariants are
(µx+ νy − t)/(νx− µy)βζ and u/(νx− µy)α = U .
For both types of solutions, the pair of symmetries comprises a solvable algebra with the
commutator structure
[X1,X2] = CX1 (89)
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where C = β = const. is the structure constant. To set up our reduction method, it is useful
to introduce two canonical variables ρ, χ, satisfying X1ρ = 1, X2χ = 1. These variables,
however, will be not joint canonical coordinates due to the lack of commutativity of the
symmetries, but we can impose the conditions X1χ = 0, X2ρ = Cρ, whereby X1 = ∂ρ,
X2 = ∂χ + Cρ∂ρ after use of a point transformation (61). This formulation will allow the
remaining steps in our reduction method to carry through with little change compared to
the previous case of commuting symmetries.
One interesting aspect is the condition for symmetry-invariance of multipliers:
(µ2 + ν2)Qt + µQx + νQy = 0, (90)
βtQt + ((βµ
2 + ν2)x+ (β − 1)µνy)Qx + ((µ2 + βν2)y + (β − 1)µνx)Qy
+ αuQu + · · ·+ (Ω + β + 2)Q = CQ
(91)
where Ω = const. is the scaling weight of the PDE, namely prX2(G) = ΩG. The second
invariance condition contains the extra term CQ, which cancels the βQ term. This extra
term is related to the solvable structure of the symmetry algebra, and it vanishes in the
abelian case, C = 0.
Nevertheless, the first integral formulas look the same as the ones (67), (69), (70) derived
in the abelian case.
A final worthwhile remark about our method is that the symmetry reduction is accom-
plished in a single step, similarly to the abelian case, without needing to do the reduction
sequentially (namely, it is not necessary to reduce the PDE and conservation laws first under
X1, show that X2 is inherited, and then reduce under X2.).
Example 4. Anisotropic thin film equation
This example will show the situation where a PDE itself is in the form of a conservation
law which will be used in the reduction, and also how a classification problem is handled
when a PDE contains a free function.
The dynamics of a liquid film on a flat surface is modelled by [46] the thin film equation,
and its study is driven by many applications in physics and chemistry [47, 48] as well as in
mathematics [49]. Here we look at an anisotropic version of the thin film equation
ut = − 1k (α1u3∆ux − β1p(u)ux)x + (α2u3∆uy − β2p(u)uy)y (92)
where p(u) is pressure, k = const. is the viscosity, αi, βi = const. are coefficients for the
anisotropic surface tension, and ∆ = ∂2x + ∂
2
y is Laplacian. Note the isotropic case is given
by α1 = α2 and β1 = β2.
This equation (92) has the form of a mass conservation law. We consider line similar-
ity solutions (85), which are relevant for understanding asymptotics and possible singular
behaviour in studying the equation.
We apply our reduction method using the pair of scaling and spatial translation symmetries
(86), where we will first take Q = 1 for a multiplier, corresponding to the mass conservation
law. It is easy to see that symmetry invariance of the PDE (92) holds iff the pressure function
satisfies p′ = 5p/u. This yields p(u) = p0u
5, with p0 = const., which is a power form for the
pressure function.
The ODE for line similarity solutions is then found to be given by(
(µ2 + ν2)(µ2α2 + ν
2α1)U
3U ′′′ − (µ2β2 + ν2β1)U5U ′′ − 17kζU
)′
= 0. (93)
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Note this ODE is a total derivative, which corresponds to symmetry reduction of the PDE
(92) as a conservation law. In particular, conditions (90)–(91) for a conservation law to be
invariant under the two symmetries (86) are satisfied.
Thus, we immediately obtain the first integral
(µ2 + ν2)(µ2α2 + ν
2α1)U
3U ′′′ − (µ2β2 + ν2β1)U5U ′′ − 17kζU = C1 (94)
which provides a double reduction of the PDE.
We can further apply our reduction method by searching for low-order multipliers
Q(t, x, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uxy, uyy, uxxx, uxxy, uxyy, uyyy) 6= const.. However, from the deter-
mining equations, we find that the thin film equation (92) possesses no other conservation
laws that are invariant under the pair of spatial translation and scaling symmetries (86).
Example 5. Wave equation with p-power nonlinearity
This example will show how our reduction method can, in some situations, yield suffi-
ciently many first integrals to obtain the general solution to the ODE for symmetry-invariant
solutions in explicit form.
The study of wave equations in 2 + 1 dimensions is well-motivated by obvious physical
applications to vibrating membranes, flexural waves in thin plates, electromagnetic waves
between two conducting plates, and so on. Mathematical interest arises from the global
behaviour of solutions, especially the question of finite-time blow up or long-time existence
in the energy norm and in a Sobolev norm [50].
Here we consider the wave equation with a power nonlinearity
utt − c2(uxx + uyy)− kup = 0, p 6= 0, 1 (95)
where c = const. is the wave speed and k 6= 0 is the interaction constant. Line travelling
waves (57) of this equation are the same as in 1+1 dimensions (they are described by a
nonlinear oscillator ODE and are well understood). More interesting are general travelling
waves, which have the form u(t, x, y) = U(x−ct, y) after a rotation of the spatial coordinates
(x, y). By rotational symmetry of equation (95), there is no loss of generality in having a
travelling wave move in any chosen direction. We will specifically look at similarity travelling
waves (87), expressed as
u(t, x, y) = yαU((x− ct)/yβ). (96)
These solutions arise from invariance of the wave equation (95) under a pair of symmetries
given by a travelling wave translation and a scaling (88) aligned along the x direction, namely
X1 = ∂t + c∂x, X2 = βt∂t + βx∂x + y∂y + αu∂u. (97)
The joint invariants of these symmetries are ζ = (x − ct)/yβ and U = u/yα, and the ODE
for U(ζ) as obtained by reduction of the PDE (95) is given by
(c2(ζ2 + 1)− ν2)U ′′ + c2ζU ′ − 1
4
c2U + k/U3 = 0. (98)
Conservation laws that are invariant under both symmetries of the PDE (95) are deter-
mined by multipliers Q satisfying
prX1(Q) = Qt + cQx = 0, prX2(Q) + (2β + 1− C)Q = βtQt + βxQx + yQy + αuQu = 0,
Eu((utt − c2(uxx + uyy)− kup)Q) = 0,
(99)
where C = β is the structure constant in the symmetry algebra.
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We will consider low-order multipliers Q(t, x, y, u, ut, ux, uy). The determining equations
(99) split into an overdetermined linear system which is straightforwardly solved to find Q
and p, with p 6= 0, 1. This yields two cases:
p = −3; Q1 = ut, Q2 = ux, Q3 = uy; (100)
p = 5, |ν| = c; Q4 = (νt− x)2(ut − νux) + y2(ut + νux) + ν(νt− x)(2yuy + u). (101)
In fact, the first set of multipliers yield conservation laws for all p, but invariance holds only
for p = −3. The resulting invariant conservation laws are given by
T1 =
1
2
(u2t + c
2(u2x + u
2
y)− k/u2), Φx1 = −c2utux, Φy1 = −c2utuy; (102)
T2 = − 1c2Φx1 , Φx2 = T1 − c2u2x − u2t , Φy2 = −c2uxuy; (103)
T3 = − 1c2Φx2 , Φx3 = −c2uxuy, Φy3 = T1 − c2u2y − u2t (104)
which represent energy and x, y-momentum; and in addition
T4 = ((νt− x)2 + y2)T1 + 1ν ((νt− x)2 − y2)Φx1 + 2νy(x− νt)Φy1 + ν(x− νt)uut + 12c2u2,
Φx4 = ν(y
2 − (x− νt)2)Φx2 + ((x− νt)2 + y2)Φx1 − 2νy(x− νt)Φx3 − ν3(x− νt)uux + 12ν3u2,
Φy4 = ν(y
2 − (x− νt)2)Φy2 + ((x− νt)2 + y2)Φy1 − 2νy(x− νt)Φy3 − ν3(x− νt)uuy,
(105)
which represents a conformal energy. The relation between the various components here is
a consequence of Lorentz invariance of the PDE (95).
From the first three conservation laws (102)–(104), we get three first integrals, but only
two of them are functionally independent:
Ψ1 = (ν
2 − c2(ζ2 + 1))U ′2 + 1
4
c2U2 + kU2 = C1 = − 1νC3; (106)
Ψ2 = (ν
2 − c2(ζ2 + 1))ζ(U ′ − 1
2
U/ζ)2 + 1
4
(c2 − ν2)U2/ζ + kζ/U2 = C2. (107)
By combining and re-scaling these first integrals, we obtain
U(ζ)2 = C1 + C2ζ ± 1c
√
(c2(ζ2 + 1)− ν2)(4k + (ν2 − c2)C22 − c2C21 )/(ν2 − c2).
)
(108)
This yields the general solution of the similarity travelling wave ODE (98) when p = −3.
Interestingly, this power turns out to be the critical power (for scaling invariance) of the
Sobolev norm for H
3
2 . Further discussion of the solution (108) will be given elsewhere.
Finally, from the fourth conservation law (105), we find that its reduction vanishes, namely,
it yields a trivial first integral, Ψ4 = 0. The power p = 5 is recognized to be the critical
power (for scaling invariance) of the energy norm defined by the conserved energy integral∫
R
T1 dx dy.
4. Multi-reduction under a non-solvable symmetry algebra
The multi-reduction method outlined in the previous section can be applied to any symme-
try algebra that has a solvable structure. It can also be applied more generally to non-solvable
symmetry algebras under certain conditions. For reduction of a PDE with n independent
variables to an ODE, the symmetry algebra needs to have two invariants, one of which must
involve the dependent variable in the PDE. A more precise statement of the theory will be
given elsewhere [19]. Similarly to the case of a solvable symmetry algebra, the ODE will
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inherit a first integral from each symmetry-invariant conservation law of the PDE. This pro-
vides a further reduction of the ODE by the number of first integrals that are functionally
independent.
A typical example is reduction under of a PDE in n + 1 dimensions under the group of
spatial rotations S0(n) combined with an additional symmetry such as a scaling.
Example 6. Porous medium equation
Fluid flow in a porous medium, and heat transfer in conducting media such as plasmas,
as well as other nonlinear diffusion processes can be modelled by [51, 52]
ut = k∆(u
p) (109)
known as the porous medium equation, where k > 0 is the diffusion constant, p 6= 0, 1 is
a nonlinearity power and ∆ is the Laplacian. It is of interest to study this equation in n
spatial dimensions, for u(t,x) with x ∈ Rn, and there has been considerable mathematical
attention to question of global behaviour of solutions [52].
In particular, exact solutions have been found [51, 53], one of which represents the fun-
damental solution describing the dynamics of a point-like source at t = 0. This solution
satisfies an ODE obtained by reduction of the porous medium equation under the SO(n)
group of rotations together with a certain scaling group.
The rotations and scalings are symmetries whose generators
X1 = ξ · ∂x, ξ = A · x, At = −A,
X2 = at∂t + x · ∂x + qu∂u, a = q(1− p) + 2,
(110)
comprise a one-parameter family of non-solvable algebras so(n) × R. Here q is a scaling
weight which parameterizes the family of scalings; A is an arbitrary constant antisymmetric
matrix which represents the 2-dimensional plane in which a rotation takes place. Any choice
of basis for the vector space of all matrices {A} corresponds to a basis for so(n).
The joint invariants of the symmetry algebra (for any fixed q) are ζ = r/t
1
a and U = u/t
q
a ,
with r = |x| being the radius variable. Symmetry reduction of equation (109) yields
p(Up−1U ′)′ + ( 1
m
z + p(n− 1)Up−1/z)U ′ + n
m
U = 0, m = n(p− 1) + 2 (111)
which is a nonlinear second-order ODE for U(ζ). The resulting symmetry-invariant solutions
of equation (109) have a rotationally-invariant similarity form
u(t,x) = t
q
aU(r/t
1
a ). (112)
It is well known [51] that the space of non-trivial conservation laws DtT +Dx · Φx = 0 of
equation (109) is isomorphic to solutions of ∆f(x) = 0, with their multipliers being given by
Q = f . (In particular, the determining equation Eu((ut − k∆(up))Q) = 0 for Q(t,x) splits
into Qt = 0, ∆Q = 0.) The conservation laws that are invariant under all of the symmetries
(110) (for fixed q) are determined by
prX1Q = ξ · ∇f = 0, prX2Q = x · ∇f + (a+ n+ Ω)f = 0 (113)
where Ω = pq − 2 is scaling weight of equation (109).
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These determining equations split into an overdetermined linear system consisting of x ∧
∇f = 0 and x · ∇f = −(q + n)f , with ∆f = 0. All solutions are easily found to be given by
q = −n : Q1 = 1; (114)
q = −2, n 6= 2 : Q2 = r2−n. (115)
They yield the symmetry-invariant conservation laws
T1 = u, Φ
x
1 = −kpup−1∇u; (116)
T2 = r
2−nu, Φx2 = −kr2−nup−1(pr∇u+ (n− 2)ux/r). (117)
For solutions (112), we obtain first integrals
Ψ1 = pmζ
n−1Up−1U ′ + ζnU = C1, q = −n; (118)
Ψ2 = pζU
p−1U ′ + 1
2p
ζ2U + (n− 2)Up = C2, q = −2, n 6= 2. (119)
Thus, we have reduced the second-order PDE in n + 1 dimensions to a first-order ODE for
rotationally-invariant similarity solutions u(t,x) = t−
n
mU(r/t
1
m ) and u(t,x) = t−2pU(r/t2p),
respectively. Note these two reductions are distinct for p 6= 1.
We also note that the known fundamental solution [51] in the case 1 − 2
n
< p < 1 and
n ≥ 2 can be found by integration of the first integral (118) with C1 = 0, yielding U(ζ) =
U0/(ζ
2 + C0)
1
1−p , U0 =
(
1−p
2p(2+(p−1)n)
) 1
p−1 where C0 determines the total mass of the solution.
5. Conclusions
First, starting from a point symmetry of a given PDE in two independent variables, our
basic result provides an explicit algorithmic method to find all symmetry-invariant conser-
vation laws that will reduce to first integrals for the ODE describing symmetry-invariant
solutions of the PDE. This significantly generalizes the double reduction method known in
the literature.
Second, we have extended this multi-reduction method to PDEs that have n > 2 indepen-
dent variables and a symmetry algebra of dimension n− 1. Our method then yields a direct
reduction — in one step — of the PDE to an ODE for invariant solutions plus a set of first
integrals. The symmetry algebra is not restricted to be solvable. Moreover, we formulate
the condition of symmetry-invariance of a conservation law in an improved way by using
multipliers, thereby allowing symmetry-invariant conservation laws to be obtained algorith-
mically, without the need to first find conservation laws and then check their invariance.
This cuts down considerably the number and complexity of computational steps involved in
the reduction method.
Third, if the space of symmetry-invariant conservation laws has dimension m ≥ 1, then
the method yields m first integrals along with a check of which ones are non-trivial via their
multipliers. We have shown examples for which this reduction gives the explicit general
solution for symmetry-invariant solutions of the given PDE.
Our method also can be used to find all conservation laws inherited by a PDE in fewer
variables obtained from symmetry reduction of PDE in more than two independent variables.
This extension will be explained elsewhere [19].
All of these results are new and can be expected to have a wide applicability in the study
of PDEs.
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To illustrate the method, we have considered several examples of interesting symmetry
reductions: travelling waves and similarity solutions in 1+1 dimensions; line travelling waves,
line similarity solutions, and similarity travelling waves in 2 + 1 dimensions; rotationally
symmetric similarity solutions in n + 1 dimensions.
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